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Abstract— Actively exploring and mapping an unknown environment requires integration of both simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) and path planning methods. Path
planning relies on a map that contains free and occupied
space information and is efficient to query, while the role of
SLAM is to keep the map consistent as new measurements are
continuously added. A key challenge, however, lies in ensuring a
map representation compatible with both these objectives: that
is, a map that maintains free space information for planning
but can also adapt efficiently to dynamically changing pose
estimates from a graph-based SLAM system.
In this paper, we propose an online global occupancy map
that can be corrected for accumulated drift efficiently based
on incremental solutions from a sparse graph-based SLAM
optimization. Our map maintains free space information for
real-time path planning while undergoing a bounded number of
updates in each loop closure iteration. We evaluate performance
for both simulated and real-world datasets for an application
involving underwater exploration and mapping.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We address the problem of maintaining a 3D map representation by a robot that can be used for autonomous
exploration and mapping. The task of exploring an unknown
3D environment requires both simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) and path planning to work together. A key
challenge, however, lies in ensuring a map representation that
can be used by a path planner in real-time and can also adapt
efficiently to dynamically changing pose estimates from a
graph-based SLAM system.
In order for a robot to autonomously explore and map an
unknown environment, its map representation must maintain
free, occupied and unknown space information. Of the different 3D map representations, volumetric representations like
occupancy grid maps [1] have the advantage of maintaining
this information by dividing space into voxels that can then
be classified as free, occupied or unknown. Occupancy grid
maps, however, are restricted to a filtering paradigm wherein
each map voxel is updated as a binary Bayes filter [1–3].
The Bayes filter makes use of the Markovian assumption to
update a map voxel based on the most recent posterior state
estimate and discards historical sensor measurements. This
comes at the disadvantage that recovering from incorrect map
updates due to uncertain poses becomes challenging. The
drawback is particularly evident in event of loop closures
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Fig. 1. Proposed framework for an online consistent occupancy map.
SLAM maintains a pose graph and associated set of submaps. Loop closures
result in pose updates that are applied incrementally to the global map
by undoing updates from older submaps and adding back submaps with
corrected poses. Planner works in parallel and queries the global map
directly.

from a graph-based SLAM system, which may require large
adjustments to correct past inaccurate poses in the robot’s
trajectory.
One solution [4, 5] to the problem is to have an explicit
merge or rasterization step to generate a global occupancy
map from optimized poses. However, this can become intractable for larger environments as the merged global map
would have to be recomputed using all submaps every time
there is an updated solution for the past poses. On the other
hand, recent work [6] addressed this problem by maintaining
multiple local occupancy submaps whose reference poses
can undergo loop closure updates efficiently. These local
occupancy submaps are directly used by the path planning
algorithm, eliminating the need for a single global occupancy
map. However, this puts the burden on the planner to query
voxels from multiple submaps, leading to linearly rising
query times, as opposed to a sublinear rise in the case of
a single global map.
In this paper, we propose an online global occupancy map
representation that falls between these two previously stated
extremes. It retains submaps in the SLAM pose graph but
also maintains a global occupancy map for planning that
doesn’t have to be fully remerged every loop closure iteration. Our key goal is that incremental solutions from a sparse

graph-based SLAM optimization must reflect as incremental
updates to the online global occupancy map. For this, we
leverage two important factors—first, only a small number
of poses in the SLAM graph are updated each loop closure
iteration, and second, since probabilistic updates for each
submap are independent of each other, we can incrementally
undo updates based on a pose uncertainty criteria. This
results in us being able to maintain a single global occupancy
map that is: globally consistent every iteration, has sublinear
query times for real-time path planning, and undergoes on
average a bounded number of updates in each loop closure
iteration (Fig. 1). In particular our main contributions are,
(1) An online global occupancy map representation that
balances planning times and is compatible with graphbased SLAM systems.
(2) Evaluation and analysis of our proposed approach on
both simulated and real-world datasets.
(3) Implementing the proposed approach for an autonomous
underwater exploration and mapping application
II. R ELATED W ORK
State-of-the-art SLAM algorithms are predominantly formulated as maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation over a
graph [6–11]. The MAP estimation framework has proven to
be more accurate and efficient than previous approaches for
SLAM based on nonlinear filtering [12]. The pose graph,
which stores poses of the robot and spatial constraints
between them, is a central data structure in graph-based
SLAM. The graph representation that we make use of is a
submap-based pose graph SLAM [6, 9–11]. This is a popular
representation for large-scale SLAM systems wherein the
SLAM frontend divides the world into a collection of locally
consistent maps or submaps each with their own local
coordinate frames [5, 6, 9–11, 13, 14] that can then be
deformed with respect to each other for drift correction.
The relative constraints between different submap coordinate
frames are maintained either as a pose graph in the case of
graph-based SLAM systems [9–11] or as a posterior belief
in the case of filtering-based SLAM systems [5, 13].
Only a few of these submap-based SLAM systems explicitly model freespace information in their submaps [5, 6,
11, 13] for path planning purposes. Ho et al. [6] maintain
multiple local occupancy grid submaps that the path planner
queries directly, eliminating the need for a global map.
While efficient for loop closures, the burden is placed on the
planner to query multiple submaps leading to linearly rising
planner query times with number of submaps, as opposed
to a sublinear rise with a global map. On the other hand,
Fairfield et al. [5, 13] use a global occupancy map created
by merging several local occupancy grid submaps. This
ensures efficient planning times, but loop closure updates can
become intractable for larger environments as all submaps
would need to be remerged every time there is an updated
pose solution. Konolige et al. [11] maintain local occupancy
grid submaps but within a hybrid metric-topological map
framework. The hybrid metric-topological class of methods,
however, rely on local planning with metric maps and global

planning with topological maps and hence cannot be easily
substituted for use with path planners that rely on standard
occupancy maps.
From the planning side, state-of-the-art path planning
algorithms for exploration and mapping of prior unknown
environments [15–17] make use of an occupancy grid map
representation of the world that can model free, occupied
and unknown space. These systems make use of a filtering
framework for updating the occupancy grid map. In order to
use occupancy grid maps with a graph SLAM framework,
however, an explicit merge or rasterization step is needed to
generate an occupancy grid map from the underlying graph.
Naively doing this for large environments by iterating over
all graph nodes, however, would take significantly longer
than the graph optimization itself, making it unsuitable for
real-time planning requirements.
III. P ROPOSED M APPING A PPROACH
Given an incoming sequence of measurements, our objective is to build a global occupancy map that can represent
free, occupied and unknown space. If the set of sensor poses
are known with certainty at the time they are recorded,
existing occupancy grid mapping techniques can be used
directly to construct a global occupancy map. Our focus,
however, is on occupancy mapping with uncertain poses
i.e. when sensor poses are not well localized globally at
the time they are recorded due to accumulated drift. When
mapping with uncertain poses, our objective is to maintain
a occupancy map that can correct itself efficiently based on
loop closure updates from a SLAM system.
We build our mapping system upon the OctoMap framework [1]. OctoMap is an octree-based 3D occupancy grid
mapping system that models free and occupied volumes and
implicitly volumes not yet measured. The octree data structure underneath makes OctoMap an efficient representation
for real-time robotics applications in 3D environments.
A. Map Construction
Let M denote our proposed online occupancy grid map.
At each step we consider a local occupancy grid submap
mi being updated in M. The reference frame for each local
submap mi is parameterized as a rigid transformation with
respect to a global reference frame as Tig ∈ SE(3). Each
submap addition can then be expressed as,
M ← M ∪ Tig mi

(1)

Since each local occupancy grid mi is stored as an octree
data structure, the union operation in Eq. 1 involves iterating
over all leaf node voxels of mi , transforming voxel centers
to global coordinates using Tig , and updating corresponding
occupancy values in the global octree representing M.
The local occupancy grid submap mi used here can
be constructed by locally accumulating sensor scans using odometry or frame-to-frame alignment. Sensor scans
i
{z1:t
, oi1:t } accumulated in each submap are integrated as
mi by ray casting from sensor scan origins oi1:t to each
i
measurement endpoint in z1:t
. In our application involving

use of a sonar sensor on an underwater robot, mi is created
by accumulating a set of sequential sensor scans over a finite
time period t based on robot odometry. Each scan in this set
is registered into a coordinate frame Tig placed at the pose of
the first scan, also referred to as the base (or keyframe) pose.
The time period t is determined by balancing the trade-off
that submaps are short enough for accumulated odometry
drift to stay low, yet large enough that the submaps have
sufficient features for identifying loop closures. For a submap
mi , this time period t is computed by keeping the pose
covariance Σi below a maximum threshold value, i.e.,
Σi = t × diag(σx2 , σy2 , σz2 , σh2 , σp2 , σr2 ) ≤ Σmax

(2)

where, diag(σx2 , σy2 , σz2 , σh2 , σp2 , σr2 ) is the 6 × 6 covariance
matrix representing uncertainties in {x, y, z, yaw, pitch,
roll} directions respectively, and the ≤ operation is done
in an element-wise manner. For datasets collected by our
underwater robot, we only consider uncertainties in {x, y, h}
directions for the t computation. This is because, as we’ll
see later, the onboard state estimation on our robot gives us
absolute measurements in the {z, p, r} directions.
B. SLAM Pose Graph
Fig. 2 illustrates the SLAM pose graph represented as a
factor graph. A factor graph is a bipartite graph with two
types of nodes: variables xi ∈ V and factors Φj ∈ U [18].
In our case, the variable nodes xi are the base poses Tig of
each local occupancy submap mi . The factor nodes encode
differences between actual and predicted measurements as
soft constraints to the graph. Since we get absolute {z, p, r}
measurements for our underwater vehicle, the odometry
factor has been split as a relative pose-to-pose xyh factor
and a unary zpr factor [8, 9]. The loop closure factor is
obtained by applying ICP-based scan matching to submap
point cloud pairs {mi , mk } so as to get transformation lik
as the actual measurement.
To estimate values of variable nodes, we need to perform
maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference on the factor graph
in Fig. 2. For Gaussian noise models, MAP inference is
equivalent to solving a nonlinear least-squares optimization
problem of the form [9, 18],
X̂ = argmin { (||x0
|
X

xprior ||2Σ0 )+
{z
}

pose prior

N
X
(||f (xi−1 , xi ) − ui ||2Λi + ||g(xi ) − vi ||2Γi )+
{z
} |
{z
}
|
i=1
xyh factor

(3)

zpr factor

X

(||h(xi , xk ) − lik ||2Ξik ) }
|
{z
}
(i,k)∈L
loop closure factor

where, ||e||2Σ = eT Σ−1 e is the Mahanalobis distance and
the difference between two manifold elements. X is the
state comprising of all variables: X = {x1 , x2 , . . . xn } where
xi ∈ SE(3) represents base pose transform Tig of submap
mi . The measurement prediction functions and covariances
associated with the xyh, zpr, and loop closure factors are
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Fig. 2. SLAM pose graph represented as a factor graph. Variable nodes
are shown as larger uncolored circles with corresponding variable names
xi . Factor nodes are shown as smaller color filled circles with color legend
showing type of factor.

{f (·), g(·), h(·)} and {Λi , Γi , Ξik }, respectively. L is set of
all tuples (i, k) for which a pairwise registration constraint
lik exists between poses xi and xk .
To solve the least squares optimization in Eq. 3, we
make use of the iSAM optimization library [19]. iSAM
provides efficient algorithms for solving Eq. 3 incrementally.
It does so by linearizing measurement prediction functions
f (·), g(·), h(·) and collecting all components into one large
system yielding a standard linear least squares of the form
X̂ = argminX ||AX − b||2 . Since A is a sparse matrix, the
linear least squares objective is solved for by computing a
matrix factorization R of A. As new factors and variables are
added to the graph, solution X̂ is incrementally computed
by updating the previous factorization R directly instead
of refactoring A. This leads to an efficient incremental
algorithm (with periodic batch update steps) for computing
X̂ . A more thorough treatment is provided in [19].
C. Global Map Loop Closure Update
In the previous subsection, we looked at how incremental
optimization for sparse graph-based SLAM provided a way
to incrementally compute optimized posteriors for base poses
X̂ = {T̂ig }N
i=1 as new loop closures are added to the graph.
Our objective now is to use these optimized pose posteriors
to efficiently update our online global occupancy grid M.
A naive approach would be iterate over all nodes of the
graph and add all local submap measurements into a single
global map. However, when applied to larger environments,
this step would take significantly longer than the optimization
itself, making it unsuitable for real-time planning requirements. Instead, we’d like to propagate the incremental pose
updates from iSAM efficiently as incremental updates to
our global occupancy grid map M. Consider, after a loop
closure update, the base pose values {Tig }N
i=1 get updated
to {T̂ig }N
i=1 . We compute a subset S1 of local maps whose
base pose updates exceed a threshold 1 , that is,
mi ∈ S1

∀

||T̂ig

Tig || > 1 .

(4)

For each local submap mi , i ∈ S1 , we further compute the
marginal uncertainty Σi,i of each base pose node. If a local
submap mi is well localized globally, it would have a low
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<latexit sha1_base64="JWX+YjGW9KpuXrImiBErkmpKv60=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vp7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJ3dzvPHFtRKyaOE24H9GREqFgFK3UaT6OBpk7G5Srbs1dgKwTLydVyNEYlL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0bOrTIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4a2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68TtqXNe+q5j5cV+uVPI4inEEFLsCDG6jDPTSgBQwm8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gAHUY9C</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="b2XKXxAzx1Ywa1Fl/oKli3cIHYs=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwVBIt6LHgxWOFfkEby2a7aZduNmF3IpTQH+HFgyJe/T3e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffb2djc2t7ZLewV9w8Oj45LJ6dtE6ea8RaLZay7ATVcCsVbKFDybqI5jQLJO8Hkbu53nrg2IlZNnCbcj+hIiVAwilbqNB9Hg6w2G5QqbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL76w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks2I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4a2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQ0Ybgrb68TtpXVe+66j7UKvVyHkcBzqEMl+DBDdThHhrQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gANZY9G</latexit>

T4g

<latexit sha1_base64="tOFWIzwGusZPSbdeKBtJkGz/f0k=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/udJ1Sax7Jppgn6ER1JHnJGjZU6zcfRILuaDcpVt+YuQNaJl5Mq5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxbnzsi5VYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814a2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5r+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmxCJRuCt/ryOmlf1ryrmvtwXa1X8jiKcAYVuAAPbqAO99CAFjCYwDO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QML4I9F</latexit>

T3g

<latexit sha1_base64="jQtWB6HrqtLWTscNGXduhrIfypQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwVJIq6LHgxWOFfkEby2Y7aZduNmF3I5TQH+HFgyJe/T3e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFieDauO63s7G5tb2zW9gr7h8cHh2XTk7bOk4VwxaLRay6AdUouMSW4UZgN1FIo0BgJ5jczf3OEyrNY9k00wT9iI4kDzmjxkqd5uNokNVmg1LFrboLkHXi5aQCORqD0ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNhPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8W5M3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeOtnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+e9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtQ0Ybgrb68Ttq1qndVdR+uK/VyHkcBzqEMl+DBDdThHhrQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gAKW49E</latexit>

T2g
<latexit sha1_base64="XWzcjjzgCcoeoZJrlAqy1r1gmBs=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/udJ1Sax7Jppgn6ER1JHnJGjZU6zcfRIPNmg3LVrbkLkHXi5aQKORqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8W5M3JulSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeOtnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+e9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtQyYbgrb68TtqXNe+q5j5cV+uVPI4inEEFLsCDG6jDPTSgBQwm8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gAI1o9D</latexit>

T0g

<latexit sha1_base64="btsUTEPHpNcJ/Ea9us4Fmmz9KUI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9j1gR4DXjxGyAuSNcxOZpMhs7PLTK8QlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aLSgoajqprsrSKQw6LpfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg1cZpwP6IjJULBKFqp03wYDbKr2aBcdWvuAuQv8XJShRyNQfmzP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHuWKhpx42eLc2fk1CpDEsbalkKyUH9OZDQyZhoFtjOiODar3lz8z+ulGN74mVBJilyx5aIwlQRjMv+dDIXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQJlWwI3urLf0n7vOZd1Nz7y2q9ksdRhBOowBl4cA11uIMGtIDBBJ7gBV6dxHl23pz3ZWvByWeO4Recj28O6o9H</latexit>

T1g

T5g
<latexit sha1_base64="JWX+YjGW9KpuXrImiBErkmpKv60=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vp7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJ3dzvPHFtRKyaOE24H9GREqFgFK3UaT6OBpk7G5Srbs1dgKwTLydVyNEYlL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0bOrTIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4a2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68TtqXNe+q5j5cV+uVPI4inEEFLsCDG6jDPTSgBQwm8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gAHUY9C</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="b2XKXxAzx1Ywa1Fl/oKli3cIHYs=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwVBIt6LHgxWOFfkEby2a7aZduNmF3IpTQH+HFgyJe/T3e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffb2djc2t7ZLewV9w8Oj45LJ6dtE6ea8RaLZay7ATVcCsVbKFDybqI5jQLJO8Hkbu53nrg2IlZNnCbcj+hIiVAwilbqNB9Hg6w2G5QqbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL76w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks2I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4a2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQ0Ybgrb68TtpXVe+66j7UKvVyHkcBzqEMl+DBDdThHhrQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gANZY9G</latexit>

T4g

<latexit sha1_base64="tOFWIzwGusZPSbdeKBtJkGz/f0k=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/udJ1Sax7Jppgn6ER1JHnJGjZU6zcfRILuaDcpVt+YuQNaJl5Mq5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxbnzsi5VYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814a2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5r+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmxCJRuCt/ryOmlf1ryrmvtwXa1X8jiKcAYVuAAPbqAO99CAFjCYwDO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QML4I9F</latexit>

T3g

<latexit sha1_base64="jQtWB6HrqtLWTscNGXduhrIfypQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwVJIq6LHgxWOFfkEby2Y7aZduNmF3I5TQH+HFgyJe/T3e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFieDauO63s7G5tb2zW9gr7h8cHh2XTk7bOk4VwxaLRay6AdUouMSW4UZgN1FIo0BgJ5jczf3OEyrNY9k00wT9iI4kDzmjxkqd5uNokNVmg1LFrboLkHXi5aQCORqD0ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNhPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8W5M3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeOtnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+e9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtQ0Ybgrb68Ttq1qndVdR+uK/VyHkcBzqEMl+DBDdThHhrQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gAKW49E</latexit>

T2g
<latexit sha1_base64="XWzcjjzgCcoeoZJrlAqy1r1gmBs=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/udJ1Sax7Jppgn6ER1JHnJGjZU6zcfRIPNmg3LVrbkLkHXi5aQKORqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8W5M3JulSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeOtnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+e9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtQyYbgrb68TtqXNe+q5j5cV+uVPI4inEEFLsCDG6jDPTSgBQwm8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gAI1o9D</latexit>

T0g

<latexit sha1_base64="btsUTEPHpNcJ/Ea9us4Fmmz9KUI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9j1gR4DXjxGyAuSNcxOZpMhs7PLTK8QlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3TpI9aLSgoajqprsrSKQw6LpfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg1cZpwP6IjJULBKFqp03wYDbKr2aBcdWvuAuQv8XJShRyNQfmzP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHuWKhpx42eLc2fk1CpDEsbalkKyUH9OZDQyZhoFtjOiODar3lz8z+ulGN74mVBJilyx5aIwlQRjMv+dDIXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQJlWwI3urLf0n7vOZd1Nz7y2q9ksdRhBOowBl4cA11uIMGtIDBBJ7gBV6dxHl23pz3ZWvByWeO4Recj28O6o9H</latexit>

T1g

T5g
<latexit sha1_base64="JWX+YjGW9KpuXrImiBErkmpKv60=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vp7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJ3dzvPHFtRKyaOE24H9GREqFgFK3UaT6OBpk7G5Srbs1dgKwTLydVyNEYlL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0bOrTIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4a2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQyYbgrb68TtqXNe+q5j5cV+uVPI4inEEFLsCDG6jDPTSgBQwm8Ayv8OYkzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gAHUY9C</latexit>

T0g

<latexit sha1_base64="Re7KQVxJgax3Zs8PLJxiNHy6/so=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69hBbBU0lU0GPBi8cK/YI2LZvtpl262YTdiVJC/ocXD4p49b9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJnnx4JrdJxvq7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aOkoUZS0aiUh1faKZ4JK1kKNg3VgxEvqCdfzp3dzvPDKleSSbOIuZF5Kx5AGnBI006E8Ips1sMB6mrpMNy1Wn5ixgrxM3J1XI0RiWv/qjiCYhk0gF0brnOjF6KVHIqWBZqZ9oFhM6JWPWM1SSkGkvXVyd2edGGdlBpExJtBfq74mUhFrPQt90hgQnetWbi/95vQSDWy/lMk6QSbpcFCTCxsieR2CPuGIUxcwQQhU3t9p0QhShaIIqmRDc1ZfXSfuy5l7VnIfrar2Sx1GEM6jABbhwA3W4hwa0gIKCZ3iFN+vJerHerY9la8HKZ07hD6zPH1UEkko=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="FNe9f/jYxS1Yfbj2k0hmuwYe52E=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KoqMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMwLEikMuu6XU1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtE6ea8RaLZay7ATVcCsVbKFDybqI5jQLJO8Hkdu53Hrk2IlZNnCbcj+hIiVAwilbqNB9Gg+xqNihX3Zq7APlLvJxUIUdjUP7sD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni3Bk5tcqQhLG2pZAs1J8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophjd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzH8nQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG1CJRuCt/ryX9I+r3kXNff+slqv5HEU4QQqcAYeXEMd7qABLWAwgSd4gVcncZ6dN+d92Vpw8plj+AXn4xsQb49I</latexit>

T6g
<latexit sha1_base64="AcEoj/hh7ZBVvNQS6P/Ob5BRDp0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwVBIV6rHgxWOFfkEby2a7aZduNmF3IpTQH+HFgyJe/T3e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffb2djc2t7ZLewV9w8Oj45LJ6dtE6ea8RaLZay7ATVcCsVbKFDybqI5jQLJO8Hkbu53nrg2IlZNnCbcj+hIiVAwilbqNB9Hg6w2G5QqbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL76w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks2I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4a2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQ0Ybgrb68TtpXVe+66j7cVOrlPI4CnEMZLsGDGtThHhrQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gAR9I9J</latexit>

T7g

<latexit sha1_base64="SnyLDal94rbGYnYy73uDK2oenzM=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpl262cTdiVBC/4QXD4p49e9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMwLEikMuu6XU1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtE6ea8RaLZay7ATVcCsVbKFDybqI5jQLJO8HkZu53Hrk2IlZNnCbcj+hIiVAwilbqNu9Hg8xzZ4Ny1a25C5C/xMtJFXI0BuXP/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azUTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ8t7p2RU6sMSRhrWwrJQv05kdHImGkU2M6I4tisenPxP6+XYnjtZ0IlKXLFlovCVBKMyfx5MhSaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytBGVLIheKsv/yXt85p3UXPvLqv1Sh5HEU6gAmfgwRXU4RYa0AIGEp7gBV6dB+fZeXPel60FJ585hl9wPr4BeNqPfQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="L9IAvf80u+iBSkAm70RXMC1qFFU=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwVBIV7LHgxWOFfkEby2a7aZduNmF3IpTQH+HFgyJe/T3e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffb2djc2t7ZLewV9w8Oj45LJ6dtE6ea8RaLZay7ATVcCsVbKFDybqI5jQLJO8Hkbu53nrg2IlZNnCbcj+hIiVAwilbqNB9Hg6w2G5QqbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL76w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks2I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYc3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+e9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2oaEPwVl9eJ+2rqndddR9uKvVyHkcBzqEMl+DBLdThHhrQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gATeY9K</latexit>

T8g

<latexit sha1_base64="40tJVPcwV6sDIvygofBnDpGTUSo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KooN4KXjxW6Be0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeTaiFg1cZpwP6IjJULBKFqp03wYDbKb2aBcdWvuAuQv8XJShRyNQfmzP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHuWKhpx42eLc2fk1CpDEsbalkKyUH9OZDQyZhoFtjOiODar3lz8z+ulGF77mVBJilyx5aIwlQRjMv+dDIXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQJlWwI3urLf0n7vOZd1Nz7y2q9ksdRhBOowBl4cAV1uIMGtIDBBJ7gBV6dxHl23pz3ZWvByWeO4Recj28U/o9L</latexit>

g
T10

<latexit sha1_base64="FNe9f/jYxS1Yfbj2k0hmuwYe52E=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5KoqMeCF48V+gVtLJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4QXD4p49fd489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMwLEikMuu6XU1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dtE6ea8RaLZay7ATVcCsVbKFDybqI5jQLJO8Hkdu53Hrk2IlZNnCbcj+hIiVAwilbqNB9Gg+xqNihX3Zq7APlLvJxUIUdjUP7sD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni3Bk5tcqQhLG2pZAs1J8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83ophjd+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzH8nQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG1CJRuCt/ryX9I+r3kXNff+slqv5HEU4QQqcAYeXEMd7qABLWAwgSd4gVcncZ6dN+d92Vpw8plj+AXn4xsQb49I</latexit>

T6g

T9g

<latexit sha1_base64="AcEoj/hh7ZBVvNQS6P/Ob5BRDp0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwVBIV6rHgxWOFfkEby2a7aZduNmF3IpTQH+HFgyJe/T3e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFiRQGXffb2djc2t7ZLewV9w8Oj45LJ6dtE6ea8RaLZay7ATVcCsVbKFDybqI5jQLJO8Hkbu53nrg2IlZNnCbcj+hIiVAwilbqNB9Hg6w2G5QqbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL76w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks2I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4d0YurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4a2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm89/JUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tQ0Ybgrb68TtpXVe+66j7cVOrlPI4CnEMZLsGDGtThHhrQAgYTeIZXeHMS58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gAR9I9J</latexit>

T7g
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(c)

Fig. 3. (a)-(c) illustrates a loop closure update to the proposed online global occupancy grid map M. The rectangular structure being mapped is shown
in orange, occupied grid cells are shown in black. (a) shows the grid map constructed using base poses {Tig }10
i=0 (b) After a loop closure, the incremental
SLAM optimization returns updated base pose solutions {T̂ig }10
i=0 . Based on this SLAM solution, submap subset mj ∈ S1 ∩ S2 is identified that must
be updated in M. Here, j = 8, 9, 10 with corresponding voxels shown in blue, green, red respectively. (c) shows incremental updates from the SLAM
optimization reflected as corresponding updates to the global map M.

marginal uncertainty, implying that measurements integrated
from mi lie within an acceptable uncertainty threshold. This
can be expressed as,
mi ∈ S2

∀

||Σi,i || > 2

(5)

where, || · || is the l2 -norm proportional to the volume of an
ellipsoid of constant probability density defined by Σi,i .
The set S2 essentially identifies stable (||Σi,i || ≤ 2 )
and unstable (||Σi,i || > 2 ) regions in the map, with pose
uncertainty being the metric for map stability. For computing
the marginal pose covariances Σi,i , we utilize the dynamic
programming based approach included in the iSAM library
[19] and detailed in [20] to efficiently recover arbitrary
entries from the covariance matrix. This avoids inverting the
entire information matrix.
Now the submap subset mj ∈ {S1 ∩ S2 } essentially
denotes submaps that lie in unstable regions of the global
map and whose base pose updates after a loop closure
exceeds a threshold. This is the submap subset that must
be updated within our online global occupancy map M.
To compute this update, consider first the standard recursive
Bayes filter update rule for an occupancy map voxel n [1, 3],
p(n|z1:t )
p(n|zt )
p(n|z1:t−1 ) 1 − p(n)
=
1 − p(n|z1:t )
1 − p(n|zt ) 1 − p(n|z1:t−1 ) p(n)
|
{z
} |
{z
} | {z }
inverse sensor model

recursive term

prior

(6)
where, zt is the measurement added at the most recent time
step t. Expressing Eq. 6 in log-odds ratio form,
l(n|z1:t ) = l(n|zt ) + l(n|z1:t−1 ) − l(n)

(7)

where, l(n) = log (p(n)/(1 − p(n))) is the log-odds ratio.
We are interested in formulating a probabilistic measurement update as in Eqs. 6, 7 but now for updating online
global map M based on measurements from the submap
subset mj ∈ {S1 ∩ S2 }. For this, we must perform a new

measurement update based on optimized poses and undo
previous updates from unoptimized poses. Consider {njv }Vv=1
to be the leaf node voxels of submap mj , {T̂jg , Tjg } the
optimized and unoptimized base poses of mj and n ∈ M
the voxels in online global occupancy map M. The recursive
probabilistic update to M (with an additional term for
undoing an update) for each submap mj can then be written
out as,
p(n|nj1:v , T̂jg )
1 − p(n|nj1:v , T̂jg )

=

p(n|njv , T̂jg )

1 − p(n|njv , Tjg )

1 − p(n|njv , T̂jg ) p(n|njv , Tjg )
{z
}
{z
}|
|

1
|

undo old update
new update
j
g
p(n|n1:v−1 , T̂j ) 1 − p(n)
− p(n|nj1:v−1 , T̂jg ) p(n)
| {z }

{z

recursive term

}

prior

⇒ lM (n|nj1:v , T̂jg ) = lM (n|njv , T̂jg ) − lM (n|njv , Tjg )+
lM (n|nj1:v−1 , T̂jg ) − lM (n)
(8)
where, the subscript M to the log-odds function lM (·)
denotes the map in which the log-odds lookup is being done.
Note that the new update term in Eq. 8 is equivalent to
the inverse sensor model term in Eq. 6. The log-odds form
lM (n|njv , T̂jg ) of this term denotes how voxels n ∈ M must
be updated on addition of measurements {njv , T̂jg } coming
from local submap mj . Conversely, the log odds form of
the undo old update term in Eq. 8 denotes how voxels n ∈
M must be updated on removal of measurements {njv , Tjg }
coming from local submap mj . This leads to a simple but
efficient algorithm, as summarized in Algorithm 1, for doing
loop closure updates in the online global occupancy map M.
Additionally, Fig. 3 too illustrates the process of updating
voxels in M based on loop closure updates.
We make two underlying assumptions when defining the
undo update term in Eq. 8: firstly updates to each voxel

Algorithm 1 Global Map Loop Closure Update
Input M: proposed online global occupancy map,
{mi }N
i=1 : local occupancy submaps,
{Tig }N
i=1 : submap poses before loop closure,
{T̂ig }N
i=1 : optimized submap poses after loop closure,
{Σi,i }N
i=1 : marginal pose covariances before loop closure
Output M
Parameters 1 , 2
for i = 1 to N do
updateFlag = (||T̂ig Tig || > 1 ) & (||Σi,i || > 2 )
if updateFlag then
ni1:V ← getLeafNodeVoxels(mi )
i
X1:V
← getVoxelCenters(ni1:V )
for v = 1 to V do
lM (Tig Xvi ) ← lM (Tig Xvi ) − lmi (Xvi )
lM (T̂ig Xvi ) ← lM (T̂ig Xvi ) + lmi (Xvi )
end for
end if
end for

n ∈ M are independent, and secondly probabilistic update
is an invertible function. The first assumption holds true
for occupancy grid mapping in general. For the second
assumption to hold true, clamping thresholds (as also used by
Octomap [1]) must be set to their minimum and maximum
possible values, that is pmin = 0, pmax = 1 for all,




lM (n|nj1:v , T̂jg ) = max min lM (n|nj1:v , T̂jg ), lmax , lmin
(9)
where, lmin , lmax are the log-odds values corresponding to
pmin , pmax respectively. This would ensure that information
close to p = 0, p = 1 is not lost, and the probabilistic map
update function is invertible.
D. Map Occupancy Queries
Occupancy queries to the map are typically made by the
path planning module. We make use of a sampling-based
exploration planner [17] that queries the map in the form of
ray cast queries. Ray cast queries are needed by the planner
for computing collision-free paths and for computing view
utility gains of sensor rays casted from next-best-viewpoints.
Map queries to our online global occupancy map M are
performed the same way as in Octomap [1]. Ray cast queries
are performed by stepping along a ray from sensor origin
to an end point, and returning the occupancy values for all
voxels along that ray. Each voxel query on an octree data
structure of tree depth dmax can be performed sub-linearly
with a complexity of O(dmax ) = O(log n), where n is the
number of nodes in the tree. Like Octomap, the use of octrees
also enables multi-resolution queries, where tree traversal is
stopped at a fixed depth.

Fig. 4.

Bluefin hovering autonomous underwater vehicle (HAUV)

complexities. We perform this evaluation for two simulated
datasets and one real-world dataset. Since our application of
interest is underwater exploration, we collect these datasets
by making our underwater robot explore simulated and realworld underwater environments. All evaluation is done on a
laptop with an Intel Core i7-7820HQ 2.9GHz processor.
A. Experimental Setup
For generating the simulated datasets, we adapt the UUV
Simulator [21], a gazebo-based underwater simulator, and
customize it for our underwater robot model. The underwater
robot that we use is the Bluefin hovering autonomous underwater vehicle (HAUV) as seen in Fig. 4. The Bluefin HAUV
is equipped with several sensors for onboard navigation:
a Doppler velocity log (DVL), an attitude and heading
reference system (AHRS), and a depth sensor. The depth
sensor gives direct measurements of the vehicle’s z position.
Additionally, the AHRS is also capable of providing direct,
drift-free estimates of vehicle’s roll r and pitch p angles. The
vehicle’s x,y positions and yaw h are not directly observable
and instead estimated by accumulating dead reckoning of
the DVL and IMU odometry measurements. As a result, the
vehicle’s onboard navigation system gives us a drifting pose
estimate in the {x, y, h} directions, and an absolute pose
estimate in the {z, p, r} directions [8].
To replicate this navigation payload on the simulated
HAUV, we add gaussian noise to absolute ground truth
estimates in the {z, p, r} directions, and gaussian noise to
the relative ground truth estimates in the {x, y, h} directions.

IV. R ESULTS AND E VALUATION
We evaluate our proposed mapping approach on metrics like map quality, accuracies, query and update time

Fig. 5.

Geometry of a single sonar scan.

Dataset 1: Simulated Propeller
Dataset 1: Simulated Propeller

Fig. 6.

Dataset 2: Simulated Pilings
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Simulated and real-world underwater environments used for generating the datasets
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Fig. 7.

Dataset 3: Real-world Pilings
Dataset 3: Real-world Pilings

Qualitative reconstructions of proposed online occupancy map

Consider xt , xt+1 as the uncorrupted ground truth state estimates, x̃t the current corrupted state estimate, the corrupted
next time step estimate x̃t+1 can then be computed as,
∆x̃ = (xt+1

Dataset 3: Real-world Pilings
Dataset 3: Real-world Pilings

xt ) ⊕ N (0, Σxyh )

x̃t+1 = x̃t ⊕ ∆x̃

(10)

x̃t+1 = x̃t+1 ⊕ N (0, Σzpr )
where, Σxyh = diag(σx2 , σy2 , 0, σh2 , 0, 0) are the covariance values in {x, y, h} directions and Σzpr =
diag(0, 0, σz2 , 0, σp2 , σr2 ) are covariances in the {z, p, r} directions. The variance values that we use for all simulated
experiments are σx2 = 0.00138 m2 /s, σy2 = 0.00138 m2 /s,
σh2 = 10−7 rad2 /s, σz2 = 0.0001 m2 /s, σp2 = 10−7 rad2 /s,
σr2 = 10−7 rad2 /s.
For sensing, we equip the simulated HAUV with a 1D
laser line sensor in order to replicate the profiling sonar
sensor on the real vehicle. A schematic of the profiling sonar
sensor geometry is shown in Fig. 5. Each scan consists of 96
beams evenly spaced within sonar’s ψ = 29o horizontal fieldof-view. Sensor readings are retuned as {r, ψ} values which
are converted to cartesian coordinates. In the case of the real
sonar sensor, the elevation angle opening is a non-zero value
θ ≈ 1o , which we don’t explicitly model in our simulated
line sensor. As a result, there is greater vertical ambiguity in
the real sonar returns compared to the simulated returns.

B. Datasets and Baselines
We collect datasets for the following underwater environments: simulated propeller, simulated pilings, and real-world
pilings. These environments are visualized in Fig. 6. To
collect the simulated datasets, a next-best-view based exploration path planner [17] was used for planning collision-free
trajectories through complex structures in the environments.
The real-world dataset was collected using the real HAUV
during field trials in San Diego in Nov 2018. During the
field trials, the HAUV was controlled using manually set
waypoints due to constraints like vehicle tether that are
currently not handled by our exploration planner.
We compare our proposed mapping approach against: (a)
a global occupancy grid map remerged using all submaps
with SLAM optimized poses and (b) VOG Map [6] that
only maintains local occupancy grid submaps and doesn’t
do any global merging. To generate (a), the remerge can
be done using either local occupancy grids in each submap
i
mi or raw measurements {z1:t
, oi1:t } in each submap mi .
Reintegrating raw measurements would involve iterating over
all measurements and ray casting these again into a new
map, which is clearly a computationally expensive process
not suitable for real-time SLAM and planning. Hence, when
comparing map query and map update times, we’ll compare
against a global occupancy grid remerged using the local

Dataset 1: Simulated Propeller

Dataset 2: Simulated Pilings

Fig. 10. ROC curves computed against ground truth for simulated datasets

occupancy grids directly in each submap mi . We refer to
this as a Full Merge map, and is the equivalent of doing a
batch update on a global occupancy grid map.
C. Map Accuracies

for comparison by querying global coordinates in multiple
local submaps and summing their log-odds. Since VOG
map uses the most recent SLAM poses, it has an accurate
reconstruction. Fig. 10 shows the proposed map having
similar AUC values as VOG map despite sparse updates.
A primary reason for AUC values not being closer to 1 for
both VOG and proposed maps are the quality of SLAM loop
closures—which seem to be better for the simulated propeller
dataset over the simulated pilings.
D. Map Query Complexities
Occupancy queries to the map are made by the path
planner. The queries from the exploration path planner [17]
that we use are primarily ray cast queries. Ray cast queries
on the map are performed by stepping along a ray from
ray origin to ray end point, returning occupancy voxels of
all voxels along that ray. We profile ray cast query times
for 1000 rays of varying lengths (≤ 4m) sampled randomly
in the explored map regions. Fig. 8 shows the median
query times for a single ray against number of submaps for
proposed map, VOG map and the Full Merge map. VOG map
has a linearly rising map query complexity since it queries
multiple local overlapping submaps. Our proposed approach,
however, has a sublinear query time (similar to Full Merge)
since it maintains a single global map.

map query times (camera ready)

Fig. 7 shows qualitative results for the proposed online
occupancy grid maps corresponding to the underwater environments in Fig. 6. Occupied voxels for the environment
explored up till 100 submaps have been visualized. In all
the experiments, number of sonar scans in each submap were
kept at 200, octree resolution at 10cm, probability hit as 0.75,
probability miss as 0.20, probability occupied threshold as
0.7, probability free threshold as 0.3 and clamping thresholds
as pmin = 0, pmax = 1.
For the two simulated datasets, we also compare map
accuracies quantitatively against ground truth occupancy
maps. Fig. 10 plots the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves with corresponding Area under Curve (AUC)
values for proposed and VOG map. VOG map was generated
Dataset 1: Simulated Propeller

E. Map Update Complexities
Fig. 9 shows the cumulative average over map update
times against number of submaps. It can be seen that the Full
Merge map has a rising map update time, with sizable jumps
at iterations where a loop closure update happens. VOG-map

Dataset 2: Simulated Pilings

Dataset 3: Real-world Pilings

map update times LW 3
(camera ready)

Fig. 8.

Dataset 1: Simulated Propeller

Median ray cast query times

Dataset 2: Simulated Pilings

Fig. 9.

Cumulative average over the map update times

Dataset 3: Real-world Pilings

has almost a constant time update since each map update
step only involves correcting the base pose values of local
submaps. Our proposed online occupancy map maintains a
global map without rising map update times. This is because
our map undergoes on average a bounded number of updates
each loop closure iteration proportional to the impact of the
loop closures.
Thresholds 1 , 2 affect the submap subset mj ∈ {S1 ∩S2 }
that must be incrementally updated in our online map. 1 was
chosen to be 10−2 or ∼0.6o for differences in yaw, pitch,
roll axes and 2 × 10−3 or 0.2cm for differences in x, y, z
axes. ||Σi,i || is taken to be the volume of the 95% confidence
ellipse of the uncertainty values in the x, y, h directions. We
set 2 as the maximum uncertainty volume reached in the
initialization phase (chosen here as j ≤ 10).
F. Overall System Performance
From the planning side, the exploration planner that we
use [17] extensively queries the occupancy map to compute
information gain. On average, in each planning iteration, the
planner performs ∼100, 000 ray cast queries. In the case of
VOG map, the median query times in Fig. 8 would cause
each planning iteration to be in the order of seconds within
100 submaps. Having sublinear query times, as is the case
for the proposed map or the Full Merge map, is essential for
real-time planning.
From the SLAM side when there is a loop closure, Full
Merge map recreates the global map by iterating over all
nodes of the pose graph. Our proposed map bounds rising
map update times by selecting a small subset of submaps and
incrementally updating the global map. While VOG map has
a more efficient update, however, update time for proposed
map is easily amortized over the ∼100, 000 planner queries
that happen each planning iteration in sublinear times.
V. D ISCUSSIONS
We present an online global occupancy map representation
that can be corrected for accumulated drift efficiently based
on incremental solutions from SLAM. A key challenge is
ensuring that the map can be queried by a path planner
in real-time as well as be updated efficiently by dynamically changing pose estimates from the SLAM system. Our
solution is to maintain both a global occupancy map and
a set of submaps in the SLAM pose graph. Every time a
pose is updated, a submap is removed and a submap with
the corrected pose is added to the global map. We leverage
two properties—sparsity of updates and independence of
submaps and demonstrate that this results in both bounded
query time and bounded update time.
One issue that remains, however, is that the memory
footprint of the system still continues to rise linearly. In
current SLAM formulations, this is inevitable as submaps
are used for determining loop closure. One way to overcome
this could be to formalize a criteria for rejecting a new
measurement if the information content is negligible. Since
entropy can only decrease, this can potentially guarantee a
bound on the number of submaps.
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